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400-nm-thick Ba0.3Sr0.7TiO3 thin films are deposited on high resistivity silicon by in situ radio
frequency magnetron sputtering. Coplanar waveguides with 1 �m slot width are designed, with
accurate knowledge frequency losses behavior, to determine ferroelectric thin-films properties up to
60 GHz. Permittivity, loss tangent, and tunability are extracted through measurements and home
made finite element analysis. Tunability of 33% and 29%, with 30 V maximum applied voltage
�electric field of 300 kV/cm�, are measured at 5 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively, while the dielectric
losses evolve from 0.5% to 5%. A brief highlight is proposed about tunable silicon integrated quarter
wavelength transformer potentialities for impedance matching. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3454772�

Advances in pervoskite oxides BaxSr1−xTiO3 �BST� thin-
film growth techniques have stimulated important attention
because of the very interesting physical properties of this
kind of materials for applications, such as dielectrics in semi-
conductor memories and dielectrics in frequency agile
devices.1–3 However, the growth of BST films with good
crystallinity directly onto high resistivity silicon �hrSi� sub-
strate, for the development of silicon integrated circuits,
poses a formidable challenge because of inherent incompat-
ibility of the two materials. Introducing a seeding layer has
been identified as one of the best ways to fabricate BST films
on silicon with significantly enhanced crystallization
properties.4 A complete microwave characterization of BST
films, i.e., permittivity, tunability, and associated losses up to
60 GHz is reported. We use original codes based on vector
finite element method and proper de-embedding software to
determine these properties from scattering parameters ��s�
matrix� measurements. The design of specific micro coplanar
waveguides �MCPWs� �with slot width of 1 �m� is devel-
oped thanks to a previous characterization of similar BST
film.5

The BaxSr1−xTiO3 films, with x=0.3, are deposited on
hrSi substrates. Ba0.3Sr0.7TiO3 presents a good compromise
between high dielectric constant, low loss, and high
accordability.6 The films are grown in situ by radio frequency
magnetron sputtering. As the BST is deposited directly onto
silicon, the crystallization is poor even at high substrate tem-
perature. Typical x-ray diffraction is presented Fig. 1 �gray
line� for films deposited at 700 °C. To get better film prop-
erties, we can use a buffer layer in order to control the film
orientation and to improve the film crystallization.7,8 The
thickness of the buffer layer is an important parameter re-
garding the electrical properties. If the thickness is too im-
portant, a degradation of the electrical performances is cur-
rently observed. We decide in this work to depose first a very
thin layer of BST of the same composition as the “active”
film but this layer is deposited at higher growth temperature

than the “active” film. Typically, this layer �100 nm thick� is
deposited at 800 °C �this high temperature is necessary to
initiate the crystallization� while the “active” layer is identi-
cally sputtered as the previous conditions but the growth
temperature is set to 700 °C. The “total” film thickness
�buffer +active layers� is in the order of 0.4 �m. Figure 1
�black line� shows the x-ray diffraction of BST film with the
buffer layer. It demonstrates that the film is polycrystalline
without a preferred orientation, pure perovskite phase is ob-
served, i.e., no second phase is noticed.

This study outlines the tunability behavior of this 400-
nm-thick BST film up to 60 GHz at room temperature. For
tunability evaluation, it is necessary to apply a large electric
field �a few hundreds of kilovolt per centimeter� in order to
observe the change in the permittivity. In this context, we
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of BST films. Black line: crystallization of
BST deposited on hrSi at 700 °C with buffer layer deposited at 800 °C.
Gray line: crystallization without buffer layer. The inset shows a SEM view
of the sample with buffer layer �corresponding to the black line�.
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have designed a specific MCPW of 1 �m slot width. From a
microwave measurement point of view, this required param-
eter has a significant impact on the characteristic impedance,
return, and insertion losses. Consequently, all the other di-
mensions have been optimized to ensure acceptable �S� pa-
rameters dynamics owing to the transmission and reflection
uncertainties of the microwave network analyzer in standard
configuration and full two port calibration. The central con-
ductor and the planar ground plane have a width of 30 �m
and 190 �m, respectively, while the MCPW length is 3 mm
�Fig. 2�a��. With this topology, we predict that �S� parameters
dynamic are approximately lower than �35 dB at 60 GHz
for a film thickness lower than 1 �m. This design takes into
account the frequency behavior of the complex permittivity
of BST thin films realized in a previous work.6 The gold
electrodes are patterned by conventional optical ultraviolet
lithography, evaporation, and lift-off process. Figure 2�b� de-
picts MCPW slot cross section where widths and thicknesses
�film, metallization� are precisely measured by scanning
electron microscopy �SEM�.

All the measurements are performed, in ambient tem-
perature, by means of an Agilent E8361A PNA microwave
network analyzer coupled to a Cascade Microtech ground-
signal-ground probe station. The scattering parameters are
measured in the 1 to 60 GHz frequency band. For the dc
electric field control, we use an Agilent E5263A 2-channel
high speed source monitor unit, and the set is driven by
IC-CAP device modeling software V2009. The bias voltage is
swept between +30 and �30 V following the sequence
0 V→30 V→0 V→−30 V→0 V by step of 5 V. In a
previous work, we ran our home made de-embedding soft-
ware to extract the complex propagation constant from �S�
parameters measurements on a multilayered CPW structure.5

This complex value is also the solution of an eigenvalue
problem based on a full wave home made vector finite ele-
ment method.9 We match these numerical propagation con-
stants to the measured ones by varying the unknown com-
plex permittivity or permeability or conductivity of the layer
of interest. Before measuring the BST thin-film properties,
our objective is to define, with the corresponding measure-
ment file, the conductivity of the electrodes and the permit-
tivity of the hrSi substrate using the MCPW �without BST
layer� localized on the same wafer, just near the BST/Si-
integrated structure described above. We found typically �
=3.2�105 S /cm for the conductivity of the gold metalliza-

tion and ��=11.2 for the relative dielectric permittivity of the
substrate at low frequencies up to 2 GHz. The conductivity is
kept as a constant value over the whole frequency band
while the real part of the permittivity decreases slowly to
reach ��=11.06 at 60 GHz. The frequency characteristics
behavior of electrodes and hrSi act now as input data in our
home made software, the sole unknown being the BST ac-
cordability. Let us note that we start here from a file includ-
ing measurements corresponding to 25 bias voltages steps
�from �30 to +30 V or 0 to 300 kV/cm� for 120 frequency
samples. The results are presented in Fig. 3 for the permit-
tivity and the losses versus frequency. In this graph, different
numbers of curves are observed owing to the description of
bias voltage cycle. This means that we encountered four
times, in absolute value, the voltages 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 V,
three times the zero dc value, and two times the maximum
voltage ��30 and +30 V�.

With or without external electric field, the relative di-
electric permittivity is continuously diminishing. At zero dc
bias, it starts with a value of 300 at 5 GHz and attains 284 at
60 GHz. We have a maximum of 5% relative decreasing of
the relative dielectric permittivity, so the dispersion in this
frequency range is very weak. The loss tangent �tan �� stays
small, even at high frequency, and evolves from 0.022 to
0.105 at 5 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively. Let us note that
with the Agilent E8361A network analyzer, there is a mea-
surement uncertainty of about 0.15–0.2 dB on the dynamic
range of our MCPW �S� parameters �0–35 dB�. This implies
a relative uncertainty on tan � of approximately 2% at 60
GHz, this value increases when the frequency decreases
while �� determination is always better than 1%. At 5 GHz,
with a 10 V bias voltage corresponding to a field of 100
kV/cm into the coplanar slot, the permittivity and the tan �
drop to 273 and 0.015, respectively �198 and 0.009 at 30 V�.
All these observations are presented in a more comprehen-

FIG. 2. �a� Three-dimensional scheme of the coplanar strip electrodes and
�b� SEM view of a part of the tested coplanar structure and cross-section
dimensions. We have magnified the corner of the central conductor to get
information on shape and thickness of conductor and BST layer.

FIG. 3. Frequency behavior of the complex permittivity ���=��− j��� and
loss tangent �tan �=�� /��� of a 0.4 �m thickness BST layer deposited on a
600 �m hrSi substrate. These values have been extracted and computed
from 401 �S� parameters measure points and for each frequency points, 25
bias voltage points following the sequence 0 V→30 V→0 V→−30 V
→0 V by step of 5 V.
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sive way on Fig. 4. We exhibit, Fig. 4�a�, the behavior of the
relative dielectric permittivity with dc field variation at 5
GHz and 60 GHz, where we obtain a tunability of 33% and
29%, respectively. As we can see, no hysteresis is observed.
Indeed, for BaxSr1−xTiO3 films with x=0.3, we are near the
ferroelectric–paraelectric transition at room temperature. For
these two frequency cases, more than 50% decreasing for the
tan � from 0 to 300 kV/cm is observed Fig. 4�b�. These re-
sults also show that we loose very little accordability with
weak losses. At this step, it is clear that low loss tangent and
good accordability are very important for capacitance design
and manufacturing but they are not as significant as insertion
losses and characteristic impedance in circuit theory and de-
sign needs. So, we want to give briefly some highlights in
term of schedule of conditions in circuit design. It is all the
easier since our structure is a waveguide and not an interdig-
ited or metal-insulator-metal �MIM� capacitor. To this end,
we have deduced, from our measurements and dedicated
software, the attenuation of the MCPW depicted Fig. 2 and
the impedance accordability which is linked to dielectric per-
mittivity tunability. Some results are recapitulated in Fig.
4�c� where the 10–15 � range of impedance variation gives
approximately �5 dB return loss or 30% reflected power.
This mismatch �70% of injected power at the input of the
MCPW� has very little incidence on the degradation of �S�
parameters accuracy because we always take care not to at-
tain the minimum power that can be measured by the ana-
lyzer at the output of the MCPW. Typically, at 60 GHz and 0

V dc polarization, the attenuation �	� reaches approximately
10 dB/mm with tan �=0.105 while it attains 2 dB/mm at 5
GHz for tan �=0.022. From a design point of view, the 2
dB/mm attenuation with 8 mm guided wavelength �
� begins
to be acceptable if we imagine tunable quarter wavelength
impedance transformer for matching active or passive de-
vices. For such circuit, the matching can be done over 15%
relative impedance variation �Fig. 4�c�� with approximately 4
dB insertion loss in the whole range of bias polarization. At
this step, we must not forget that all the previous attenuation
are not entirely due to dielectric losses of the BST film, but,
for a great part here, are inherent to metallic losses. It also,
strongly, depends upon thickness layers. These rough results
in term of impedance matching tunability are very encourag-
ing because initially our structure has been designed, only, to
ensure maximum accuracy from �S� parameters and conse-
quently complex permittivity measurements point of view. It
can be optimized for impedance matching tunability in a
large extent. It can also be improved for minimizing insertion
losses, especially for the 5 GHz point which corresponds to
wireless carrier frequency in telecommunication system, but
it was not our aim in the present paper. This trial and rough
estimates exhibit another way for tunable circuit in silicon
environment.

In summary, we have shown that the Ba0.3Sr0.7TiO3 thin
film sputtered onto buffered hrSi substrate presents excellent
properties up to 60 GHz. Without external voltage bias, the
dielectric permittivity and tan � values evolve from 300 �5
GHz� to 284 �60 GHz� and 0.022 �5 GHz� to 0.105 �60
GHz�, respectively. When we applied an external dc polar-
ization of 30 V �300 kV/cm�, we obtained a tunability of
33% and 29%, respectively, at 5 GHz and 60 GHz with a
significant reduction in tan � �more than 50%�. Our work has
been planed around wave propagating structures and not in-
terdigited or MIM capacitor measurements. So, we can speak
about characteristic impedance, wavelength, and attenuation
which are some key parameters in circuit design. We de-
duced, for our studied structure, that 30% dielectric accord-
ability produced approximately 15% tuning on characteristic
impedance with 2 dB/mm attenuation at 5 GHz. These data
are very promising for tunable quarter wavelength adaptor of
2 mm length around 5 GHz because they can be optimized a
lot. It opens the way for the fabrication of compact agile
integrated devices based on this kind of materials in silicon
environment.
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FIG. 4. Electrical field dependence at 5 GHz �black line� and 60 GHz �gray
line� of �a� �� and �b� loss tangent �tan �=�� /��� of BST thin films depos-
ited on a 600 �m hrSi substrate. �c� Impact of dielectric BST layer accord-
ability on characteristic impedance tunability of the MCPW structure. The
table recapitulates electrical field and frequency behavior of guided wave-
length and attenuation of MCPW structure.
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